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Symptom

Clarification is needed about what dynpro screen elements can be logged using Read Access Logging (RAL) 
and about the concept of how logging of screens is done.

Other Terms

RAL, Dynpro Channel

Reason and Prerequisites

Online documentation for Read Access Logging is provided via help.sap.com. 
The chapter "Dynpro Screen Elements that Can Be Logged" of the online documentation is partly mixed up 
with information intended for Web Dynpro by mistake. Furthermore in the chapter "Channel-Specific 
Information on What Can Be Logged" no link to the chapter "Dynpro Screen Elements that Can Be Logged" is 
provided for the dynpro channel. Also the consequences of the description "When recording, UI elements 
from more than one Dynpro application can be gathered, but each configuration is based on UI elements 
from only one Dynpro application within a recording." related to the dynpro channel are not explained in 
detail.

Solution

Dynpro Screen Elements that Can Be Logged

The main scope of Read Access Logging is to log output fields on result screens. Optionally, also the input 
fields of the corresponding selection or query screens can be logged. Logging and defining a log context are 
supported for such selection or query screens and their result screens if both are implemented and 
processed in the same program. Please note that one business transaction may be processed using more 
than one program. In such cases, logging of the input is not possible.

The table below shows the basic screen elements that can be logged in Dynpro applications.

Screen 
Element

Comment

Input fields Value of input field

Output fields Value of output field

Radio buttons
For each radio button, a value is logged (true/false). Note that each radio button is logged 
separately. There is no logging of entire groups of radio buttons.

Checkboxes Value of checkbox
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Dropdown 
lists

Technical key value with marker for selected key. Note that the texts from the user interface 
are not logged.

Table controls Columns of table control

Parameters Value of the parameters of a selection screen

Subscreens
As subscreens consist of the same elements as screens, logging takes place for the 
elements of subscreens in the same way as for screens

The table below shows the additional attributes that can be logged:

Screen Attribute Comment

Screen title The title of a screen

Transaction code The value of a transaction code at runtime

The table below shows the controls that can be logged:

Control Comment

ALV 
grid

Columns of a display-only ALV grid control

Tab 
strip

Same logging behavior as for subscreens. If switching tabs happens on front-end, logging is done 
together for all tabs. If, on the other hand, switching tabs happens on application level, the tabs are 
logged separately. In addition, an OK Code can only be logged when switching tabs happens on 
application level.

The table below shows the additional screen elements or attributes that can be logged as of NW 7.31 SP10 
and NW 7.40 SP5:

Screen 
Element

Comment

ABAP 
Lists

ABAP lists can be recorded by choosing the read access logging function from the context 
menu. The pseudo field $_LIST_CODE will be added to the created recording. Using this 
pseudo field, all lists of a program can be configured for logging. To only log specific lists of a 
given program is not supported. It is not possible to log input fields and OK codes of a list.

Select-
Options

Value of each select-option of a selection screen (list of sign, option, low/high values)

OK code Code that is set when triggering an action (for example, clicking a button)

Message The status message displayed on a screen

It is not possible to log other screen objects, such as the following:

Value help (F4 help)•
Input-enabled ALV grid•
ALV tree•
File download•
Dynamic Documents•
HTML header of ALV grid•

The concept of RAL logging for dynpro screen is as follows:  
At configuration point in time a fully specified path is calculated for identifying a certain field. Typically such a 
path starts with a program name and ends with a field name of a certain dynpro screen. During runtime a 
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logging decision is done based on path matching. In case a certain field can be reached via different paths a 
configuration for each path is required. Whenever the path of a given field changes, the configuration has to 
be adapted accordingly.

 
Examples:

Dependent on if a side panel is displayed or not, different screens are used for displaying a certain 
field, which lead to two different paths for one field.

•

In case applications are using generated programs and screens it could be that the path of a field is 
different in different clients and it could be that a regeneration leads to new paths as well.
Example: Such regenerations are done for applications using the Business Data Toolset (BDTG).

•

As of NW 7.31 SP10 and NW 7.40 SP5 a generic field path matching is offered. This has the advantage that 
in some cases where different screens are used to display a certain field, it is now sufficient to configure one 
path only, whereas before, multiple paths must be configured for this field.

For more information about the availability of features of Read Access Logging, see note 1969086.

Software Components

Software Component Release

SAP_BASIS 701 - 702

SAP_BASIS 711 - 711

SAP_BASIS 730 - 730
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